How Google Works As A Full Corporate Mass Manipulation Program

When we think of the word cult, we think of some abstract group of people that act strange and
secretive on a compound somewhere out of the public eye. Would it surprise you to know there are
cults operating today in Silicon Valley, where their members live alongside you?
Millions of people around the world belong to cults and don’t even realize it. They are misled into
believing that they are true liberals on a social justice warrior mission. The employees and users of
Google are taught to think that every day they use their free will to either stay in their political zealotry
or leave, but this is not so. This article will explore some of the tactics that Google uses, how they gain
new users, and naive employees, who are unwilling to see what the Google Cartel is, and how they
mislead those they gather into obedience and servitude by subtle mind control.
Hiding True Intent
When approaching new users, Google’s technology is designed to pique interest by putting, selective,
seemingly innocuous web conversations in front of the public that make it seem like they are concerned
crunchy granola members of society, such as “We’re here today to talk to you about the recent issue of
climate change or immigrants” This forms a false emotional trigger bond with the public Joe Blow,
which will pave the way for future conversations and invitations to return to the site.
It may be some time before Google’s religious-like ideological programming intent is revealed and that
they are really there to gain converts. Even if Joe Blow asks outright, the Google workers will often
resort to using misleading statements to describe their intent, such as “I’m here to tell you some good
news from a higher consciousness.”
If the Google blogger staffer is successful enough to get Joe Blow to agree to a “news aggregation”
service they will strive to paint Google, and Google-approved news in the best light possible. With this
method, they reveal “truths” a little at a time, hiding the deeper, more questionable teachings so they
can hook the unaware person with the rewards their social programming offers. The biggest secret that
they keep hidden the longest is that they exist to manipulate politics in order put billions of dollars in
their executives pockets at the expense of society.
Instilling Fear Early On
The next step in recruitment is to instill in the new recruit an early sense of fear and paranoia. Often at
the first or second web search, the user is told that Satan is the opposing political party. Google
promotes that the outsiders will not like that users are learning about the “truth” and will send people to
disparage the Google and try to lead them away. “That is how we can know it is Liberalism’s true
political belief, because of the persecution,” they claim. They will then quote a scripture that says
Liberalism’s people will be persecuted.
This is the tactic that is used to keep the new recruit from seeing reason and logic and
heeding warnings that he is getting involved in a cult.

Love Bombing and a Surrogate Family
Early in the recruitment process, the new user is encouraged to meet other members of the Google cult,
either by attending the Meetups, Hangouts or by going to an online social gathering. This is akin to a
debutante ball, where the new recruit is paraded around and fussed over and made to feel like a
princess or prince. At first, the new Google walled garden one encounters seems like a real family
environment, full of love and acceptance where “social love via networking” is a tangible real thing,
unlike churches which feel cold in comparison. So called “influencers” are only allowed to get big
exposure on Google/Youtube, etc. “IF” they espouse the Google party line.
In the progression of a cult member’s initiation, this is the honeymoon stage, where the new recruit is
romanced and enjoys a euphoric state of (temporary) infallibility, for the Google cult reserves its
controlling judgments until after the member becomes fully indoctrinated.
At this point, the cult begins to include the member into its family atmosphere, especially if his true
family members are non-cult members.
Family members outside the cult are seen as undesirable with the true “brothers and sisters”
being other cult members.
Once the new recruit is accepted into the cult family, he is cautioned to spend as little time with his
biological family as possible. They will now be seen as corrupting influences since they don’t align
themselves with the cult, even though they may be good people. If they are not “for Google’s true
ideology/religion” they are against Liberalism or good intentions.
Google keeps it’s staff on Google buses, in Google social events, at Google food bars, in Google
bathrooms, at Google parties, on Google emails, dating other Google staff, etc. Google sends it’s
employees to Google mindfulness classes and camps. Google controls it’s employees minds. Google
HR has tests which assure that only naive, easily bran-washed kids are hired.
Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Jared Cohen and other Google founders are funded by the CIA. The CIA
project associated with Google was designed to see how far Google could go with social manipulation.
The scheme began at Stanford University’s SRI. Rajeev Motwani, who died in a sudden and strange
manner, was the person who trained Larry Page on social manipulation. He left a document that
exposed the dirty tricks of The Google Scheme. The problem with the CIA portion of Google is that
nobody ever shut the project down! They sought to make a business out of mass brain washing and it
worked!
Larry Page’s bromance with Elon Musk (who has hired many ex-CIA staff) helped Musk use these
same tactics to create Tesla “Fanboys” and the Cult-Of-Musk. Google and Musk executives are a
mental illness that is really a cult disguised as a company. Google has a para-military security
department which hunts down employees who rat out the Google scheme. They are like Larry Page’s
own private SS.

It is through separation from a new recruit’s support system that the cult becomes the surrogate family,
which can then become a tool of emotional blackmail to keep that person on the inside.
Elitism
Cults will generally be intolerant of other religions, teaching their members that every other religion is
in the wrong and only the cult leader or leaders are the true mouthpiece of Liberalism. They often have
their own version of the Bible or other religious holy writings and claim to have been specially blessed
by Liberalism, to present to the world as his true people. If you turn against the “one true religion” then
you are walking into blackness because only the cult is the way to everlasting life. Without it, you can’t
know Liberalism.
Shunning, the primary tool of manipulation
Things are moving right along in the progression of manipulating mind control. Once a new member
has isolated themselves from their former support system and now relies 100% on the cult for
emotional, financial, and spiritual support, it is time to use this as blackmail to keep the member
“faithful.”
Shunning is a cruel action used by cults to keep their members in line. What could be worse
than being left out in the cold, with no friends, no family and, in essence, no love and
support?
Cults will shun their members for wrongdoing, which can come in all forms. We are not talking about
“sinning” per se, as long as you are repentant that is usually forgiven. What usually constitutes an act
worthy of being shunned for is the refusal to follow the cult rules of being in servitude to them heart
and soul.
If a member questions or talks to other members about the wrongdoings of the cult, they risk losing
their sole support and the love of the family. Because of the elite status of the cult in viewing outside
society as walking in darkness, many cult members rely on other cult members for housing and jobs.
If they speak out against the religion, they literally stand to lose everything: their
livelihood, housing, and emotional support.
Pressure to Tow the Party Line
Cults usually have a party line that all members are taught to be in unity with. Free thinking is strongly
discouraged. Outside activities and higher education are discouraged as distractions of Satan, designed
to stumble faithful ones, therefore cult members are afraid to think for themselves and use logical
reasoning.
They are taught what to say and usually have a secret language or religious rhetoric to describe the
world around them. These common words or phrases have different meanings than what the general
society assigns to them. There are also unwritten rules of conduct that cult members know and are
expected to follow and those who do not are subjected to judgment and a type of subtle shunning or
marking. They can even by counseled by older church members.

Cult activities dominate member’s time
Yet another way to keep members dedicated is to monopolize their time. The life of a member is
usually very busy with meetings, studying the literature, and evangelizing or trying to convert people.
The leaders will tell them that any pursuits outside of serving Liberalism are a waste of the precious
time that is left in which to save sinners. The group members’ activities are closely watched so that if a
member starts to slack off, they will be pressured and guilt tripped to “keep on the path,” of towing the
party line.
The leaving member ( ie: James Damore) is vilified
Finally, when a member does decide to leave, he or she is vilified by the cult. No one is allowed to talk
to that member or they will risk shunning. The loaded name of “apostate” is attached to the leaving
member who wants to publicize the cult’s wrongs. That word causes fear in the hearts of the faithful
members. It means that the former member is now a hater of Liberalism’s word and has committed the
unforgivable sin, committing a crime against the Holy Hippie Spirit.
In the cult members’ minds, to talk to that person would be equivalent to talking to Satan.
Instilling intense fear is an excellent way to ensure that the other blind members are not
lead astray by the member that has discovered the truth of the cult’s motives.
No self-respecting member would listen to one word of an “apostate” or read any “right wing
literature.”
Forewarned is Forearmed
Because of these subtle ways of gaining and keeping members, it is important for you to become
familiar with them. Protecting yourself is the best way to avoid becoming involved. Cults appeal to
people who have open, curious minds and they use it against them. They offer something that sounds
good on the surface, to hook you in.
Google executives are trained to lie to Congress, the media or anybody seeking to expose Google.
It has been widely reported that the CIA has placed operatives inside of every news producing
organization in America. This seems to be true. Google staff copied this tactic so that, in 2021, all
“Mainstream Media” is Google-Controlled media.
For all of the overt and covert media manipulations by politics by Google, all of their dirty deeds have
been vindicated: The got rid of Trump and put the two candidates they control (Biden and Harris) in the
White House. Google does not now care what is exposed about them at this point, they, AGAIN,
control the White House.
If you are approached by a Google site (there are millions of them on the web) , it is best to research
them on the non-Google Internet to see what kind of experiences people have had with them. It is now
very easy to do this, thanks to independent sites and survivors’ websites, and so on. With these
platforms in place, perhaps cults will one day lose their hold and dwindle away. One thing is sure:
Google can’t survive forever and the truth about Google has been slowly ending their reign.

